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Motivation
The Southern Ocean's carbon sink
underwent pronounced decadal
fluctuations in recent decades, but the
underlying mechanisms are still not fully
understood [Landschützer et al., 2015]. The
aim of this study is to assess the physical
drivers of Southern Ocean CO 2 uptake in
past decades using the newly-developed
high-resolution ocean biogeochemistry
model ORION10-MOPS (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1: Five day mean simulated CO2 flux into the ocean in mol/m2/year on 21.08.2018 from ORION10-

MOPS (spin-up).
Fig. 2: Five
day mean
Ocean model NEMO-LIM2 including CFC-12 and the
speed at 93m
biogeochemical model MOPS [Kriest and Oschlies,
from
2015]
ORION10MOPS. The
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Fig. 3: Globally
integrated airsea CO2 fluxes
into the ocean
from the model
hierarchy

Model assessment
Fig. 4: Seasonal cycles
(2000-2018 average) of
surface fCO2 and PO4 in
model and observations
[Bakker et al., 2016; Boyer et
al., 2013]. Blue line:
ORCA05, orange line:
ORCA025. Top: 48°S-68°S,
Bottom: 25°S-48°S
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Southern Ocean ventilation and carbon
uptake in the past decades

Summary and outlook
1. The model hierarchy captures the observed
mean, seasonality and temporal evolution
of the surface fCO 2 and air-sea CO 2 fluxes.
2. The models show a multi-decadal cycle of
Southern Ocean ventilation (decrease until
the 1980s, increase afterwards) driven by
opposing effects of wind stress and buoyancy
forcing à what is the effect on anthropogenic
CO 2 uptake?

3. The model hierarchy shows a steady increase
in the Southern Ocean carbon sink over
past decades, with a stalling in the 1990s
Fig. 5: a) Estimate of Southern Ocean ventilation changes in the past decades in
a historical experiment (black line) and in the two sensitivity experiments WIND
à what are the physical drivers?
(blue line, where only wind stress is interannually varying) and BUOY (red line,
where only air-sea buoyancy fluxes are interannually-varying) performed with 4. With respect to lower-resolution models, in
ORION10 the trend in total carbon uptake is
ORCA025 [Patara et al., in review on Journal of Climate]; b) time series of
steeper and the uptake of C ant in mode waters
annually-averaged CO2 fluxes integrated south of 30°S in ORCA05, ORCA025
and ORION10, c) anthropogenic CO2 (Cant) inventory integrated over the water
is higher. à How do ocean mesoscale
column in ORION10, d-e) Cant integrated in different basins and vertically in 0.05
eddies influence the carbon uptake?
neutral density bins in d) ORION10 and e) ORCA025. Panels c-e) show
temporal averages over 2000-2009.
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